Next steps

Hungarian Presidency

Andor Urmos
Next events

- Anti-discrimination workshop
  - March-April, 2008

- Slovenian-Hungarian joint conference
  - May, 2008
  - Slovenian EU presidency

- International Steering Committee meeting
  - June, 2008
  - Handling over the presidency to Serbia
New countries

- Bosnia – letter to Prime Minister
- Albania – preparation a letter to the Prime Minister
- Spain - preparation a letter to the Prime Minister
- Slovenia – waiting for the decision
European Roma Policy

- All countries are invited to join to the „Call”
  - Not only EU-member countries!
- Ministry of Foreign Affairs will continue bilateral negotiations (Finish, Spanish)
- Continuous update on the next steps, events about the preparation of the European Roma Policy
Anti-segregation policy

- Analysis of the situation in Decade countries
- Proposal by the countries to EU leaders – anti-segregation in EU funds, EU policies